
The Last 12 Months  

 

Trying to glean a sense of mutual determination out of 
events that have happened a short time ago, is usually 
considered an exercise of divination or subjective 
projection. It is the task of historians to gather the 
evidence of disseminated facts happened in a concrete 
period, so that they intend to highlight a chain of causes 
and effects from the apparent contingence.   

It is therefore quite useful to make an invitation to the 
reader to review some of the facts that took place in the 
last twelve months under the rules of fate or fortune. One 
must admit, nevertheless, that historians use this method 
with the required historical distance –for a writer like 
Horace twenty years were the minimum period to judge a 
text, free of emotional bias-, but it is such the amount of 
information that we demand and consume nowadays, that all 
the facts that we will be reviewed in this article will 
seem way overdue already. 

Let’s see: year 2010 was a year of crisis, crisis in many 
fields of the humanities: crisis in the Economy, in the 
Politics, in the Commerce, in the Communication, in the 
Energy, in the Clime… 

What is a crisis but a change of a paradigm? Since we all 
live in the middle of that crisis, and in this precise 
moment we own the potentially of making possible what was 
unthinkable a while ago, why not turning that usual 
negativity of the term “crisis” into a positive one? 

2010 was the year in which the world gained awareness of 
the structural changes it is undergoing through. That 
awareness was particularly strong in the above mentioned 
fields, in which the ground shaking events that took place 
accelerated the re-formulations of their respective rules 
and study approaches.  

In the economic field, high levels of public deficit in the 
euro countries led to a crisis in the secondary markets, 
that brought doubts about the ability of some states to 
refinance the accumulated debt. The Euro continues being a 
stable and wanted currency, and neither Greece nor Ireland 
have dropped the 17 Group, but the economic balance of year 



2010 for Europe has been quite negative, since markets have 
artificially increased the borrowing costs, and that 
inflated price will be faced by the citizens in the coming 
years in favor of the financial intermediaries (the so 
called “speculators”).  

Although none of the European leaders has wanted to open a 
public discussion about the way the EU has played its role 
in the last months, it is important to call attention on 
the fact that it has been quite mediocre. Had the EU 
engaged on an immediate and coordinated action to assist 
Greece, and had not existed any breakage in the decision 
making of the EU leaders (instead, they publicly expressed 
their suspicions and uncertainty about what would be the 
best decision), the price of the debt would have been quite 
lower –not only for Greece or Ireland, but for the rest of 
the countries, such as Spain-. In a few words: the internal 
division, nationalism and the old school politics of 
pressure have been very costly for the Europeans.  

Welfare States such as the Europeans have grimly discovered 
in the last twelve months the fact that global capitalism 
makes no distinction between states and companies, and 
therefore focuses on those places where money can be made. 
The decision taken back in 2009 by Europe of lending money 
to the banks in order to “save the markets” had the 
consequence in year 2010 that those same states paid higher 
prices to the banks to refinance themselves after their 
previous year’s “generosity”. That situation has forced 
some budgetary cuts that have upset the citizens –in 
France, in one single day, a million people demonstrated 
against pension reforms; there were violent protests in 
Greece; in Spain there were two strikes, one of civil 
servants in June and a general strike in September-. 
Europeans are witnessing the sudden and unexpected 
shrinking of the states, which are getting rid of all 
superfluous expending. It is as if the Welfare States “had 
sold” themselves wrongly and they were now moving towards a 
State guarantor of a lesser number of rights (and therefore 
more “American”).  

On the other side, in the last twelve months China has 
taken the place of Europe as the biggest world exporter 
(before, it was Germany), and has become the main investor 
in emerging markets (China is the preferred partner in 
important technological projects in Sub-Saharan Africa), 



and has also become the substantial hope for many European 
countries for its industrial deals and its compromise to 
buy their public debt. From autarkic country to the first 
exporter and consumer country of the world, preferred 
partner in the Third World and crucial agent for the global 
monetary stability, China is no longer a menace for Western 
civilization but a hope of stability in a multi-polar 
world.  

It has been in China where it has crashed what once was a 
cross-bordered web of freedom and gratuity. Google site 
suffered there censorship and ciberattacks. For many, this 
was the result of the tyrannical government, but what is 
really at stake is the alleged monopoly of Google in the 
internet. Google’s nature is changing in the same way that 
all the suppliers of information are changing the way they 
work. More importantly, the initial entropic, unstructured 
and uncategorized web is clearly developing its own 
internal laws. It seems obvious now that users have enjoyed 
the typical “trial period” of all new products (a period of 
10-15 years for such a revolutionary innovation). Now that 
we all are familiar and dependant of the new product, the 
suppliers of contents and services of the virtual world are 
going to define the rules of use quite quickly, and new 
operational ways and new warranties and costs will be 
easily implemented. We will surely see it soon – we are 
seeing it already, and the recent controversy about 
Wikileaks is only the symptom of the internal fight that is 
taking place in the first public cross-bordered space of 
the new era, between different agents –governments, media, 
suppliers, brands, social networks, individual actors…- in 
order to impose their lot of power. 

It is on the web where the Ecology has started losing the 
preeminence that gained in the previous ten years. China 
has no limit for its carbon emissions but the country 
increases them 22% per year (source: Earth Policy 
Institute). After the fiasco of the Copenhagen Summit in 
2009, Cancun did not engage much the media or the public, 
not even after the unstoppable fires caused by the summer 
heat in Russia or in Australia, or after the catastrophical 
floods in Pakistan. With no relevant agreements to be sold 
as political achievements in their countries, the leaders 
seem to have acknowledged that the Earth is undergoing a 
climate change whose danger boosts exponentially in time. 



The fact that this change is man-made or not is already 
irrelevant, and the conservative lobbies (financed mainly 
by the Republican party in the US and cheered by some think 
tanks of European conservative parties; the best example is 
the Global Adaptation Institute) have managed to 
effectively introduced the idea that the climate change is 
an irreversible process. And once it has been conveyed that 
the climate change “can’t be stopped”, a new idea, 
Adaptation, has strongly germinated recently in the mind of 
conservative leaders and companies in the search of new 
markets. 

Adaptation to climate change is no more than the natural 
extension of the principle of the conservative thought: 
fear. Adaptation consists of providing security against an 
unpredictable and terrifying future, full of the menaces 
coming from the Planet. It is clear that adaptation is no 
more than a partial operative emerged from an indolent and 
opportunistic policy making, a way of making politics with 
no leadership and only moved by the economic interest. Of 
course governments will do well if taking measures to 
decrease the negative and expensive side effects of the 
climate change, but it is urgent to continue working 
actively on the environmental protection (even though it 
may seem that the economic crisis is the most important 
current problem).  

We have seen a bunch of ecologic disasters in the last 
twelve months, caused by failures in the security of 
industries. In Hungary, a crack provoked the escape of 
toxic mud coming from an aluminum industry. In the Gulf of 
Mexico an explosion on a BP oil rig caused the biggest 
accidental spill of the history.  

Well, accidents might be the price to be paid by progress 
but, what environmental massive damages could possible 
cause a failure in a solar energy field or a wind farm? 
Compared to the dramatic consequences of an oil spill, 
those consequences are almost insignificant. If accidents 
are inevitable (much more if working under the incentives 
to make cuts in all items, including security) and 
accidents are tremendously expensive since we have no 
alternative to our planet, why not considering what would 
be the consequences of a failure in a nuclear power plant? 
We have a limited historical memory, but the city of 
Chernobyl is part of our recent images archive. In 2010 the 



pro-nuclear lobbies have been successful thanks to the 
economic priorities that fill the political agenda of all 
leaders. Nevertheless, in order to evaluate the real costs 
that the citizens pay for their nuclear energy it is urgent 
that the governments include in the energy bill the high 
insurance prices that would/will be paid in case of cracks 
or explosions in any of the power plants or nuclear 
cemeteries that are extending the period of their active 
service or that are being now built. 

… the last twelve months have shown that, wherever there is 
a risk, there will be a problem. That is the reason why 
updated citizens, equipped with communication technology, 
are gaining awareness of their importance as key actors in 
the global political action. Good luck for the new year. 


